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Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions to purchase from our selected links. CCS has been producing high-quality, affordable skateboards since 1985, and this is their signature product. CCS Logo Skateboard is an all-around option, just
as suitable for children and beginners as for experienced drivers who want to perform tricks and verts. The vast majority of users give the panel five stars, praising its smoothness, durability and clean design – not to mention its heavily priced. Made of maple wood, the plate has a classic ice cream shape and has a standard wheel size of 52 millimeters and a
truck size of 139 millimeters. Note that the wheels are on the harder side, at 100a, so they will roll faster and glide higher than average. CCS offers many options regarding deck size and color. All panels are 32 inches long, but you can choose a width ranging from 7 to 8.5 inches. The panel is also available in eight different color options, such as eye-
catching green mint and subtly natural wood. And although the panel is fully assembled, CCS includes a handy scrolling tool with your purchase. Growing in popularity over the last decade, electric skateboards have drastically made life easier for travelers, students and city dwellers - and drastically more fun for recreational guests. But electric skateboards
are also an investment. Some can be found for a few hundred dollars, but many are about a thousand dollars, including boosted Mini X. Boosted is the best name in the electric skateboarding game, and this product offers the perfect combination of size and speed. Measuring 29.5 x 11 inches, it's tied to their most shrefling plate, and yet it can reach speeds
of 20 miles per hour. The full charge will last 14 miles, and you can alternate between three different acceleration modes. No matter where you go, the Mini X will help you get there without sweating. You still can't find what you're looking for? Our review of the 8 best gifts for teen boys might help you. Every skater was a rookie at some point, fighting through
scraped knees, wobbly bandages and failed tricks. But the learning curve is a little easier when you can trust your equipment. Powell Golden Dragon's boards are by far the best option for new skaters. The brand has received wide praise and is a great choice for beginners. While Powell Golden Dragon produces three different complete panels, we chose The
Flying Dragon 2 because it has the same wheels as its counterparts, but a slightly wider deck, which will help drivers feel more stable and in control. The panel is 31,625 inches long and 7.5 inches wide – ideal for anyone over 13 years old. Flying Dragon 2 is also cheaper than most complete planks, so beginners won't feel like they're making an overpriced
investment in their new hobby. The only downside is that the panel is available only in one design: the red-black dragon motif. Parents want a safe board. Kids want a board that's fun. Now, with Rimable's 22-inch complete skateboard, anyone can be happy. Hundreds of shoppers said they bought this record for their children, some of whom were as old as 3
years old, and were delighted with the results. This is a cruise ship, not a traditional skateboard, so children will have an easier ride and easier to stay on the smud. Measuring just 22 x 6 inches, the plate is also perfect for smaller feet. However, it has a high weight capacity of 198 pounds - suitable for adolescents and even adults. It's harder to do tricks, but if
your child is mainly interested in driving in the driveway, school or with friends, then it's a record for them. You can find the item in dozens of children's designs, from beautiful floral patterns to funky tie-dye. The price varies depending on the design you choose. While most are on the cheaper side, the board can range from $30 to $100. Cruisers offer the
smoothest driving mode of any skateboard style. They are easy to manoeuvre, are more resistant to sharp riding surfaces and often smaller than standard skateboards, making them an appropriate form of transport. Magneto Mini Cruiser takes these great features and adds superior production and unique aesthetics. The panel is available in two deck
options: Canadian maple and, for a slightly higher price, bamboo. Maple decks come in three high contrast designs – Heart Beat, Light Bulb and Music – while the bamboo panel simply displays the Magnet logo at the top and bottom. One of the highlights of the Mini Cruiser is its sand-combat finish, which replaces the conventional black adhesion strip.
Magneto also matches the panel with double kicktails to provide additional handling. The product comes at a slightly higher price than most cruise ships, but customers insist it is worth the cost, and many comments praise its value for money. Solid 7-ply maple wood. Reliable adhesion bar. Three millimeter pads to climb to prevent the bite of the wheel. With
specifications like these, the Cal 7 performs the toughest skateboard trick: combining high quality and affordable price. The company has been producing skateboards since the 1970s, and years of making are visible in every kick-flip, grind and joy ride. In addition to value for money, what really distinguishes The Cal 7 is the variety of deck designs they offer.
Their Fossil series highlights the sleekness of natural wood, while series such as Legacy and Evolution boast more colorful and intricate patterns. The panels range in size depending on the design you choose, ranging from 7.5 to 8 inches wide. And the best part? You can buy any of Cal 7's kits for less than $50, and they even come with a one-year warranty.
The positive is trusted by some of the best professional skaters in the world. Major names associated with the brand include Andy Macdonald, who Most X Games medals in vert skateboarding, and Sandro Dias, five-time world champion. Positiv is a subsidiary of Skate One, one of the largest skateboard manufacturers in the world, and all their plates
undergo a rigorous development process before they encounter your feet. Seven layers of maple wood are combined using an AirLam press, and the bottom of the panel is lined with SST slide treatment to improve the length and control of your slides. The positiv Team Skateboard measures 31,375 x 7.5 inches and comes fully assembled. Its 54-millimeter
wheels are on the harder sides, with a 99a durometer, perfect for both freestyle and vert skateboarding. Choosing the most inclined panel is an impossible task. Each skater has its own aesthetic, whether it's a love of natural wood or a penchant for bright and wacky patterns. But anyone can find a board that matches their personal style with The Primitive – a
young company created by the legendary skater, Paul Rodriguez. You can flaunt your inner child with one of the primitive cartoon collaborations, with plates inspired by Rick and Morty and Dragon Ball Z. The company even offers decks in the shape of exactly like bottles of soy sauce and Sriracha. If you're more demure in your skate aesthetic, don't worry.
Primitive has a range of traditional designs, such as a simple red colorway with their logo. Please note that Primitive sells separate decks rather than complete planks, so you will have even more ways to customize the equipment. Retrospec's Zed Classic is one of the most popular longboards on the network. Customers say the plate is smooth, stable and,
above all, fun to drive. Polyurethane wheels have a durometer 85a, soft enough to glide over gravel and marvellous, and are 70 millimeters in diameter, which is large enough to suit all your adventures. The plate is made from a combination of 8-ply Canadian maple and sustainably original bamboo. Zed Classic can be purchased in 17 colors and designs,
ranging from colorful Marine Layer to chic White Marble. It also comes at a solid price, even cheaper than many traditional skateboards. But one thing to consider: despite the board's near-universal recognition, many customers say trucks are prone to creaking and may need to be adjusted before driving. Our editors independently research, test and
recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions to purchase from our selected links. MINORITY 32-inch skateboard is the kind of board that will make beginners comfortable, but a professional can easily jump and have fun. Available for a low price and in a range of designs, this panel is also
perfect for a gift. The minority board is 32 inches long and 8 inches wide. The deck is made of 7-ply hardrock maple wood which is coldly pressed for a firm and firm feel, holding up to 220 pounds with its concave design. Complete skateboard has a smooth ride and is made for tricks skatepark riding, as well as basic travel. With MINORITY, you get ABEC-9
bearings and fast, 52-millimeter, 102A-hardness, polyurethane wheels. 5-inch aluminum trucks with PU shrubs and a kingpin of carbon steel give you a durable and lightweight base for your plank that allows you to responsively rotate and land easily. This plate is strong and solid. It will be well and safe for new skaters, as well as for those who are more
established. Simply choose the design you love and get started. Together with a variety of colorful designs, this budget skateboard from Darkstar is a great choice if you don't want to break the bank. Founded in 1997 by pro skater Chet Thomas, Darkstar places emphasis on high-quality construction, unique graphics and solid hardware in each of their
panels. This 31.6-inch and 7.75-inch panel comes fully assembled with grip tape and skate hardware for immediate use just outside the package. Although this panel is suitable for riders of all ages and styles of riding, we think it is a great choice for children 8 years and older and has a maximum weight of 220 pounds. There are many planks for beginners.
But what distinguishes the rookie from the pack is its size. This complete panel has a 7.5-inch and 31.5-inch deck: a narrow, lightweight width that best suits the needs of the new slider. Krown's skateboards are made of good parts, and this design is also easy to control for a more intuitive ride. In addition to the narrower deck and fun designs at the bottom of
the board, Krown Rookie also incorporates a number of other amenities. 5-inch aluminum trucks give you a durable grinding surface that's also lightweight as you start learning tricks. 52-millimeter 992A wheels, ABEC-7 bearings and mounting hardware help you get a tougher ride when you're on a rookie. This board is a great gift idea for all potential
skateboarders in your life. It's no secret that electric skateboards help you move faster and more easily compared to traditional. The RazorX stands out among the pack for its 34.25-inch lightweight maple deck and quiet, kick-to-start 150-watt engine. It also comes complete with a 22V lithium-ion battery pack and a handheld wireless remote to easily control
speed while driving. Even better, reverse kingpin trucks help improve stability. Although the battery only lasts up to 40 minutes and 8 miles of use in a single charge, the panel quickly transitions to a normal skateboard after the battery dies for continuous use. Wireless remote control is especially useful for tracking speed during cruising. This panel is a great
choice for children 9 years and over, with a maximum speed of 12 miles per hour and a maximum weight of 220 pounds. Skateboards have become a garage staple for many kids and a fun way to get around the neighborhood and try a few tricks. However, instead of getting a full-size slider in your child's life, why not get them a small That's even more fun.
Merkapa sells a 22-inch mini panel with a plastic deck and LED wheels for light. Designed for beginners, the 22-inch Merkapa board is perfect for teens and adults weighing less than 180 pounds. The panel comes in a variety of colors, including orange, pink and blue. However, this colorful panel is not just a flash – the components are readable. It has 45-
millimeter 78A polyurethane wheels, a 3.25-inch high-quality aluminum v-truck and ABEC-7 bearings. Light wheels do not require batteries or charging. The electricity generated by each kick and push is enough to power this fun plate indefinitely. The best skateboards for tricks have less width and length, allowing optimal control, whether you're in the air or
on the ground. PUENTE 31-inch skateboard is a popular trick panel for just this option. The popular skateboard is not only well designed to catch punches and kicks, but is also tough enough to take the penalty. The 7-ply maple deck is ultra durable and can support up to 198 pounds. The extra adhesion tape at the top of the deck and 5-inch magnalium
trucks only add more toughness to this panel where you can safely hone over the fence. PUENTE also has ABEC-9 fast bearings, anti-shock 95A polyurethane wheels and soft shrubs. The panel has a concave design and a double kicktail so you can perform every trick in the book and any you can come up with yourself. Own.
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